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WHATis in this resource?

105
original reading passages included. Each close reading passage falls within the 
range of 770-980 Lexile Leve, which is the suggested range for 5th grade. The 
Lexile Level and word count is marked at the top of each passage.

Each learning target has passages specifically dedicated to it. The learning targets for 
that ask students to compare two texts are extra special because they each have a total 
of passages so that your students can compare away!

Each passage has pages of carefully written and consistent close reading tasks or text 
dependent questions. The first page of close reading tasks is specifically aligned to the 
learning target identified at the top of the page.  

The second page of tasks is a SPIRAL REVIEW of all the informational learning targets for the 
grade level. This is perfect for holding those kids accountable for everything they have 
already learned! No skill slipping on your watch!

WHAT standards is this aligned to?

WHY are there two file options?

This product is most closely aligned to the Common Core standards. However, everything is 
referenced as “learning targets” so that it is applicable within any 5th grade classroom. The 
learning targets in this product are:  
INFORMATIONAL LEARNING TARGETS:
• TEXT EVIDENCE (CCSS RI.5.1)
• MAIN IDEA (CCSS RI.5.2)
• CONNECTIONS (CCSS RI.5.3)
• VOCABULARY (CCSS RI.5.4)
• TEXT STRUCTURE (CCSS RI.5.5)
• POINT OF VIEW (CCSS RI.5.6)
• REASONS AND EVIDENCE (CCSS RI.5.8)
• INTEGRATE INFORMATION (CCSS RI.5.9)

There are two options in this download. You can choose to either use a version that makes 
references to Common Core or a version that does NOT make references to Common 
Core. The content is the same in both files, but this option gives Common Core schools a 
specific reference to the corresponding standard, which may be helpful.
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LITERATURE LEARNING TARGETS
• TEXT EVIDENCE (CCSS RL.5.1)
• THEME  (CCSS RL.5.2)
• CHARACTERS & SETTING(CCSS RL.5.3)
• VOCABULARY (CCSS RL.5.4)
• POETRY AND DRAMAS  (CCSS RL.5.5)
• POINT OF VIEW (CCSS RL.5.6)
• VISUALS ADD MEANING (CCSS RL.5.7)
• COMPARE AND CONTRAST (CCSS RL.5.9)



SNEAK peek…
Lexile 
Level

QUESTION PAGE 1     
Questions specifically 
focused on one 
learning target

Every 
question is 
aligned to 
a clearly 
marked 
learning 
target.

QUESTION PAGE 2
Spiral of all grade 
level learning 
targets

There are 5 
activities just like 

this for each 
learning target.



SNEAK peek…
DIGITAL G O O G L E  

D R I V E  L I N K S

2nd Grade INFORMATIONAL TEXT Close Reading Sample (Level OO)
2nd Grade INFORMATIONAL TEXT Close Reading on Teachers Pay Teachers
2nd Grade LITERATURE Close Reading on Teachers Pay Teachers
2nd Grade INFORMATIONAL TEXT and LITERATURE Close Reading BUNDLE on Teachers Pay Teachers

3rd Grade INFORMATIONAL TEXT Close Reading Sample (Level O)
3rd Grade Close Reading (Extension Pack) on Teachers Pay Teachers

3rd Grade INFORMATIONAL TEXT Close Reading Sample (Level OO)
3rd Grade INFORMATIONAL TEXT Close Reading on Teachers Pay Teachers
3rd Grade LITERATURE Close Reading on Teachers Pay Teachers
3rd Grade INFORMATIONAL TEXT and LITERATURE Close Reading BUNDLE on Teachers Pay Teachers

4th Grade INFORMATIONAL TEXT Close Reading Sample (Level O)
4th Grade Close Reading (Extension Pack) on Teachers Pay Teachers

4th Grade INFORMATIONAL TEXT Close Reading Sample (Level OO)
4th Grade INFORMATIONAL TEXT Close Reading on Teachers Pay Teachers
4th Grade LITERATURE Close Reading on Teachers Pay Teachers
4th Grade INFORMATIONAL TEXT and LITERATURE Close Reading BUNDLE on Teachers Pay Teachers

5th Grade INFORMATIONAL TEXT Close Reading Sample (Level O)
5th Grade Close Reading (Extension Pack) on Teachers Pay Teachers

5th Grade INFORMATIONAL TEXT Close Reading Sample (Level OO)
5th Grade INFORMATIONAL TEXT Close Reading on Teachers Pay Teachers
5th Grade LITERATURE Close Reading on Teachers Pay Teachers
5th Grade INFORMATIONAL TEXT and LITERATURE Close Reading BUNDLE on Teachers Pay Teachers

You can try out  A L L  L E V E L S  of my informational text close reading passages by following 
the links below. 

The link to the  D I G I T A L  S A M P L E for this grade level/product is found here:

LEVEL O refers to simplified passages for readers reading below grade level standards.
LEVEL OO refers to passages that meet grade level standards.

Grades 2 and 3 share about 85% of the same passages. It is the question pages that differ.
Grades 4 and 5 share about 80% of the same passages. It is the question pages that differ.

Video instructions for assigning via Google Drive Video instructions for assigning via Google ClassroomN
O

TE
S

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Hk5oU7k8MJoh-0TYCpVIjhWhEIln_QBHSjDZBkKamlg/copy
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/2nd-Grade-Close-Reading-Informational-Text-with-DISTANCE-LEARNING-OPTION-1077401
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/2nd-Grade-Close-Reading-Literature-with-DISTANCE-LEARNING-option-1232324
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/2nd-Grade-Close-Reading-Informational-Literature-BUNDLE-DISTANCE-LEARNING-1234318
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1zZW-ah9inb32iw5evvhDaT0mbEOYdsqeykz6ScuXF9o/copy
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/3rd-Grade-Close-Reading-Informational-Add-On-Extension-Pack-DISTANCE-LEARNING-1536353
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1NDMRTq7tSFJePItRBw3CkZTCmhtrC0ZJ9kPox9uWuBM/copy
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/3rd-Grade-Close-Reading-Informational-Text-with-DISTANCE-LEARNING-option-1105586
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/3rd-Grade-Close-Reading-Literature-with-DISTANCE-LEARNING-option-1355724
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/3rd-Grade-Close-Reading-Informational-Literature-BUNDLE-DISTANCE-LEARNING-1355905
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1K2qlvtzKkNS0iwWpXHG2_77F9Sxmh1yAV7PU7jj1Fgg/copy
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/4th-Grade-Close-Reading-Informational-Add-On-Extension-Pack-DISTANCE-LEARNING-2109591
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YBQNles-wNhSPlm9bH8VD9ZxJXDSQxFS3-w24Nh2zgc/copy
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/4th-Grade-Close-Reading-Informational-Text-with-DISTANCE-LEARNING-option-1764105
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/4th-Grade-Close-Reading-Literature-with-DISTANCE-LEARNING-option-1976257
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/4th-Grade-Close-Reading-Informational-Literature-BUNDLE-DISTANCE-LEARNING-1976794
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RAxzc1NyI7_XxwIMVC4zSN5cudUxVaHqrWFwykv2uCI/copy
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/5th-Grade-Close-Reading-Informational-Add-On-Extension-Pack-DISTANCE-LEARNING-2124819
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1W4PcuoJZYM5UjqmJ5FGKNXtMcmemuc66nenFEovD6-c/copy
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/5th-Grade-Close-Reading-Passages-and-Questions-Informational-1970498
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/5th-Grade-Close-Reading-Literature-with-DISTANCE-LEARNING-option-2003029
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/5th-Grade-Close-Reading-Informational-Literature-BUNDLE-DISTANCE-LEARNING-2002352
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ynhIYJrrWA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Trj0hbmfm0o&feature=youtu.be


105                      PASSAGES INCLUDEDleveled
COMMON CORE STANDARD NUMBER
(optional) 

LEXILE LEVEL

LEARNING TARGET There are two options in this download. You can choose to 
either use a version that makes references to Common Core or 
a version that does NOT make references to Common Core.

FULL OF DIAGRAMS, PHOTOS AND ILLUSTRATIONS!



Question Page #1 
IS ALIGNED TO A SPECIFIC LEARNING TARGET 



Question Page #2 
IS A SPIRAL REVIEW OF THE OTHER LEARNING 
TARGETS



TABLE of contents…
LEARNING TARGET TEXT TITLE LEXILE 

LEVEL
WORD 
COUNT

TEXT EVIDENCE PAGES 7-26
Refer to details and examples in a text when 
explaining what the text says explicitly and 
when drawing inferences from the text. (CCSS 
RI.4.1)

q Do You Get Enough Sleep? 810 477
q The World’s Deserts 860 565
q Egypt: History and Mystery 880 567
q Man’s Best Friend 910 549
q Talking Plants? 950 522

MAIN IDEA PAGES 27-46
Determine the main idea of a text and explain 
how it is supported by key details; summarize 
the text. (CCSS RI.4.2)

q The World at Night 750 564
q Can We Float Like a Duck? 790 536
q School’s Out For Summer! 820 508
q Healing Power of Wolves 860 743
q Saving Daylight 950 670

CONNECTIONS PAGES 47-66
Explain events, procedures, ideas, or 
concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical 
text, including what happened and why, 
based on specific information in the text. 
(CCSS RI.4.3)

q Brontosaurus: The Mixed Up Dinosaur 770 675
q Do Mountains Really Grow? 780 570
q Why Do Leaves Change Colors? 800 543
q Cacao to Chocolate 870 539
q American Explorers: Lewis and Clark 940 560

VOCABULARY PAGES 67-86
Determine the meaning of general academic 
and domain-specific words or phrases in a 
text relevant to a grade 4 topic or subject 
area. (CCSS RI.4.4)

q Can We Drink Salk Water? 800 591
q Bats 770 574
q How Much Do You Know About Water? 780 457
q The World’s Oceans 810 612
q Dinosaurs: Warm Blooded or Cold 

Blooded?
810 514

TEXT STRUCTURE PAGES 87-106
Describe the overall structure (e.g., 
chronology, comparison, cause/effect, 
problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts, 
or information in a text or part 
of a text. (CCSS RI.4.5)

q The Clean Up Crew 800 591
q What’s Happening to the Polar Bears? 830 721
q Rise to the Challenge: Helen Keller 840 552
q Oil Spill in the Gulf 890 621
q Women in Space 910 566

10 0
5th Grade 

Level Texts
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The Ring of Fire

In 1980, a small earthquake 
happened near the base of Mt. St. 
Helens in Washington, which is a state 
in the United States. The earthquake 
caused the northern side of the 
mountain to slide down the hill. Then,

the mountain erupted. Lava and 
rock flew down the mountain, 
destroying everything in it’s path. A 
thick plume of ash and smoke rose 
80,000 feet into the sky. 

Mt. St. Helens is an active volcano. The 1980 eruption was the largest ever in the 
mainland United States. There are not many volcanoes in the United States. Most 
volcanoes in the world are dormant, or sleeping. In the United States most active 
volcanoes, like Mt. St. Helens, are found on the West Coast or in Alaska or Hawaii. 

Alaska and the West 
Coast are in what is 
called “The Ring of Fire”. 
This is a giant ring that 
circles the Pacific Ocean. 
The Ring of Fire has 452 
volcanoes. These are a 
mix of dormant and 
active volcanoes. The 
Ring of Fire is also where 
nearly all of the world's 
earthquakes happen. 

Mt. St. Helens after the eruption. The outline shows 

how much of the mountain was displaced.

Ring of Fire

Area with frequent 

reports of volcanoes 

and earthquakes

Mt. St. 

Helens

Figure A

Figure B

Former Summit
2,950 meters

New Summit
2,549 meters

New Crater
Ridge

Lexile: 770L     Words: 318    CCSS RI.5.1 

NAME:TEXT EVIDENCEREAD page 1#1
NAME:

page 1
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Earthquakes and volcanoes are closely related. They both happen because of 
changes underneath the surface of the earth. Under the surface there are large 
plates of Earth’s crust, called tectonic plates. These plates move and bump into 
each other. This can cause earthquakes. Fortunately, the plates move very slowly,
so this does not happen very often. 

The movement of tectonic plates can create gaps where melted rock called 
magma can pool. Magma is super hot rock that can flow like water. Volcanoes 
happen when a lot of magma pushes against the tectonic plates. With a lot of 
pushing, it can explode. The tectonic plates in the world that move the most are 
those in the Pacific Ocean. Because they move so much, there are more 
volcanoes and earthquakes in the Ring of Fire than anywhere else in the world. 

molten rock, or magma, at a 
temperature of more than 1650°F, 
rises through weak spots in the 
Earth’s crust where tectonic 
plates meet.

the magma pools in a chamber. gas and 
water dissolved in the molten rock are released, 
causing pressure in the chamber to rise.

the volcano erupts explosively when the 
magma and hot gas can no longer be contained 
below the earth’s surface.

1

2

3 1

2

3

Getting Ready to 
Burst!

Figure C

Lexile: 770L     Words: 318    CCSS RI.5.1 

NAME:TEXT EVIDENCEREAD page 1#1
NAME:

page 2



1. What happens when a volcano erupts? Include quotes from the text that support 
your response.

Color the text you have quoted.

________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

2.   What is the Ring of Fire? Include quotes from the text that support your response.

Color the text you have quoted.

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

3. How are earthquakes and volcanoes related? Include quotes from the text that 
support your response.

Color the text you have quoted.

________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

Blue

© Alyssha Swanson: Teaching and Tapas     |     License valid for one classroom only Page 11

Yellow

Green

The Ring of Fire

NAME:
TEXT EVIDENCERESPOND page 1#1
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4. What is the  main idea of this text. 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

5.  KEY DETAIL #1: _____________________________________________________________________

6.  KEY DETAIL #2: ____________________________________________________________________

7.  KEY DETAIL #3: ____________________________________________________________________

8.  Write a summary of this text. ________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

MAIN IDEA =
Topic + What the author says about the topic

CAUSE: EFFECT:

9.  Explain a cause and effect relationship between active volcanoes and tectonic plates.

The Ring of Fire

NAME:TEXT EVIDENCE
page 1#1

NAME:

REVIEW
M
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The City Streets

Half way through the day, Maria’s phone battery died. She felt herself 
knocking on frustration’s door. Like many people, she used her phone for 
everything. Today, her entire itinerary was on there. She could remember some of 
the details, but definitely not everything. First, she was supposed to go to the city 
library and drop off her books. Then, she was supposed to go pick up posters from 
the copy shop. After that, she could not remember. The nail in the coffin was that 
since she was on foot, it was unlikely that should would be able to find any of the 
locations without the map on her phone.

Feeling like a deflated balloon, she found a small coffee shop and sat at a 
table near a window. She watched as the people around her looked content 
playing on their phones or tablets. She ordered coffee and sat feeling anxious. 
How was she supposed to manage the rest of her day without her phone? She 
couldn’t even figure out the bus schedule to get home without the transit app. 
She felt like a helplessly lost puppy.

As the waitress brought Maria her coffee, she had one glimmer of hope. 
She dug through her bag, pulling out the books she was supposed to return, a 
collection of random pens, an empty tube of chap stick, and a dozen old 
recipes. There was no phone charger to save the day. Maria slumped in her chair 
like a sack of rice.

“Missing something?” The waitress set the coffee on the table.

“My phone died and it had everything on it,” said Maria. “I don’t know this 
city well enough to manage without it. I only moved here two weeks ago.”

“Well, if you don’t mind my two cents, I think this is an opportunity to get to 
know the city a little more,” said the waitress. “We have maps at the front. Why 
don’t you get one and try to navigate that way?”

The waitress got up and continued to move through the café. Maria sipped 

Lexile: 940L     Words: 659    CCSS RL.5.4

NAME:FIGURATIVE LANGUAGEREAD page 1#4
NAME:

page 1
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her coffee and thought about what she said. Maria always used to think that 
using paper maps to navigate cities was for tourists and other people. By the time 
she 
reached the bottom of her first cup, she decided to buy a map.

Maria spread the map across the table. Looking at the lines and dashes,
she felt the weight of the world. She imagined that this is what Atlas felt like every 
day. He was the Titan who was condemned to hold up the sky for eternity after 
losing a battle against Zeus. And while the map she was looking at was much 
more portable than the atlases which were named for the Titan, it was still 
embarrassing to carry it around, folding and unfolding the pages when needed.

Maria ordered another coffee and started figuring out the rest of her 
excursion in downtown. She traced lines from one location to the next. Soon, she 
not only began to remember all of the items from her list, but also to make sense 
out of the jumbled chaos that had been her day thus far.

“Making sense of it?” The waitress asked as she picked up the empty cup.

“I think so,” Maria said. “I’m still pretty certain I’m going to get lost.”

“Well, as long as you know how to get back here I think you’ll be fine,” she 
said. “Best of luck.”

When Maria set out onto the street, she began to follow the path she had 
drawn out for herself. She soon came to the library and after dropping off all her 
books, she felt lighter and a little more confident in her ability to navigate the 
streets. She zipped to her next stop and soon realized that she could figure out 
the streets almost entirely without the map.

When Maria completed all of her errands, she folded the map away and 
decided to figure out her way back to the café on her own. Her feet felt lighter as 
she felt energized by her success. She wanted to share it with the waitress who 
convinced her to set out on her own. No longer would she feel like Atlas, holding 
up the sky.

Lexile: 940L     Words: 659    CCSS RL.5.4

NAME:FIGURATIVE LANGUAGEREAD page 1#4
NAME:

page 2
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1.  Find the underlined word, atlases, in the text. EXPLAIN what this word means. Circle any 
words in the text that are a clue to the meaning of the word.  

2.  Explain how the word, atlas, is related to the Titan named Atlas.

3.  The second sentence in the story has an example of FIGURATIVE language. It says,
“She felt herself knocking on frustration’s door.” Explain why the author may have 
chosen this phrase.

4.                                      Color al of the words and phrases in the text that are 
examples of FIGURATIVE language. 

5. Choose three FIGURATIVE phrases in the text. Explain the meaning in your own 
words.

1.  phrase: ______________________________________________________________
meaning: 

2.  phrase: _____________________________________________________________
meaning: 

3.  phrase: _____________________________________________________________
meaning: 

Yellow

The City Streets

NAME:

RESPOND page 1#4
NAME:

FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE
FIG
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6.  Write a summary of this text. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

7. Describe the theme of the text. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

8.   Describe the challenge in this story, along with how Maria reacted to it.

9.  Does Maria’s reaction to the challenge support the theme of this story? Explain.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

THE CHALLENGE MARIA’S REACTION

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

The City Streets

NAME:

page 1#4
NAME:FIGURATIVE LANGUAGEREVIEW
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TABLE of contents…
LEARNING TARGET TEXT TITLE LEXILE 

LEVEL
WORD 
COUNT

TEXT EVIDENCE PAGES 7-27
QUOTE accurately from a text when 
explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the 
text. (CCSS RL.5.1)

q Mr. Cactus 780 782
q The Bulldogs 770 634
q The Heat 770 613
q The Big One 800 760
q 425 Morrison St. 920 640

THEME & SUMMARY PAGES 28-47
Determine a theme of a story, drama, or 
poem from details in the text, including 
how characters in a story or drama 
respond to challenges or how the 
speaker in a poem reflects upon a 
topic; summarize the text. (CCSS RL.5.2)

q The Kitten 770 756
q The Climb 790 650
q Dynamite Jones 800 772
q Scared Kelly 850 711
q The Legend of the Goop Monster 810 741

CHARACTERS & SETTING PAGES 48-68
Compare and contrast two or more 
characters, settings, or events in a story or 
drama, drawing on specific details in the 
text (e.g., how characters interact). 
(CCSS RL.5.3)

q The Unbreakable Betty Blue 770 776
q The Family Champ 770 668
q Steel City Spelling 780 695
q Ice Chunks 800 776
q I Drive Fast 820 584

FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE PAGES 69-88
Determine the meaning of words and phrases 
as they are used in a text, including 
FIGURATIVE language such as metaphors and 
similes. (CCSS RL.5.4)

q An Extraordinary Day 770 505
q The Big City 860 770
q Faith in Fate 880 746
q The City Streets 940 659
q Practice Makes Perfect 980 718

POETRY AND DRAMAS PAGES 89-105
Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, or 
stanzas fits together to provide the overall 
structure of a particular story, drama, or 
poem. (CCSS RL.5.5)

q Annie’s Kitchen 590 519
q The Prince Who Questioned Everything 600 748
q My Shadow 700 187
q Little White Lily 740 114
q How the Leaves Came Down 900 231

OPTIONAL
Differentiation pack 

available with all 
passages written at a 

simplified level.
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LEARNING TARGET TEXT TITLE LEXILE 

LEVEL
WORD 
COUNT

POINT OF VIEW PAGES 106-141
Describe how a narrator's or speaker’s 
point of view influences how events are 
described. (CCSS RL.5.6)

q The Extra Passenger
q The Mini Explorer

770
780

874
585

q The Problem
q The Right Thing

770
770

586
550

q Guardians of the Deep
q The Deep

800
790

749
826

q The Bike
q The Little Worker

820
770

765
685

q Read and Green Uniforms
q Wake Up

810
900

753
724

ILLUSTRATIONS ADD MEANING PAGES 142-170
Analyze how visual and multimedia 
elements contribute to the meaning, tone, 
or beauty of a text (e.g., graphic novel, 
multimedia presentation of fiction, folktale, 
myth, poem). (CCSS RL.5.7)

q The Wise Little Hen 850 936
q How the Whale Got His Tail 930 982
q The Elephant’s Child 930 986
q The Tortoise and the Hare 950 917
q The Grasshopper and the Ants 960 919

COMPARE AND AND CONTRAST PAGES 171-212
Compare and contrast stories in the same 
GENRE (e.g., mysteries and adventure stories) 
on their approaches to similar 
themes and topics. (CCSS RL.5.9)

q Three Wishes
q What Ella Saw

770
880

600
848

q The Keys
q The Case of the Missing Cat

790
790

808
817

q Leo the Bunny
q A Helping Hand

850
980

732
845

q Wishes From the Forest
q The Prince

840
940

842
790

q Henry Hockinghill
q Thick Like Sap

800
920

957
686

of contents…
(continued)
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described. (CCSS RL.5.6)

q The Extra Passenger
q The Mini Explorer

770
780

874
585

q The Problem
q The Right Thing

770
770

586
550

q Guardians of the Deep
q The Deep

800
790

749
826

q The Bike
q The Little Worker

820
770

765
685

q Read and Green Uniforms
q Wake Up

810
900

753
724

ILLUSTRATIONS ADD MEANING PAGES 142-170
Analyze how visual and multimedia 
elements contribute to the meaning, tone, 
or beauty of a text (e.g., graphic novel, 
multimedia presentation of fiction, folktale, 
myth, poem). (CCSS RL.5.7)

q The Wise Little Hen 850 936
q How the Whale Got His Tail 930 982
q The Elephant’s Child 930 986
q The Tortoise and the Hare 950 917
q The Grasshopper and the Ants 960 919

COMPARE AND AND CONTRAST PAGES 171-212
Compare and contrast stories in the same 
GENRE (e.g., mysteries and adventure stories) 
on their approaches to similar 
themes and topics. (CCSS RL.5.9)

q Three Wishes
q What Ella Saw

770
880

600
848

q The Keys
q The Case of the Missing Cat

790
790

808
817

q Leo the Bunny
q A Helping Hand

850
980

732
845

q Wishes From the Forest
q The Prince

840
940

842
790

q Henry Hockinghill
q Thick Like Sap

800
920

957
686

of contents…
(continued)
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Find this product in my Teachers Pay Teachers store. 
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Teaching-And-Tapas

Check out my teaching BLOG for more tips and ideas:
www.TeachingAndTapas.com

If you have any questions, I would be happy to help you right 
away. Just EMAIL ME at: TeachingAndTapas@gmail.com

The purchase of this product entitles the purchaser to ONE license per 
classroom unless additional licenses were purchased. Sharing, 
redistributing, selling, or posting this resource (or any part thereof) is strictly 
prohibited without the express permission of the author. Violations are 
subject to penalties according to the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. 


